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NOMENCLATURE

Symbols

α j j-th power source capacity coefficient
b1 Minimum real power in set {PPS0 +Pk}
b2 Minimum reactive power in a set {|QPS0 +Qk|}
c1 Minimum real power in set {PPS0 +Pk}
c2 Minimum reactive power in a set

{|QPS0 +∆Qk +Qk|}
c3 Minimum real power loss in set {∆Qk}
IMAX Maximum value of generator stator current
k Edge/transmission line number for which weight is calcu-

lated
i Number of edges which can be connected to a grid topology

and do not create cycle subgraphs in a topology
j Power source number for which weight and a capacity fac-

tor are calculated
{. . .} Set of calculated power grid consecutive parameters for Tk,

set contains i elements
p Impact coefficient of total real and total reactive power of

calculated weight of an edge
Eq q−axis component of the steady-state internal electro-

motive force proportional to the field winding self-flux link-
ages

δMAX Maximal power angle of synchronous generator guarantee-
ing its stability
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xd total d-axis synchronous reactance between a generator
and an infinite busbar

V Output voltage of a synchronous generator
PGmin Minimal power generated by a turbine
PGmax Maximal power generated by a turbine
S Total apparent power output of a synchronous generator
n j Effective number of all possible to connection lines (edges)
n j

all Number of all possible to connection lines (edges)
n j

cycles Number of all possible to connection lines (edges) creating
cycle graphs in a considered topology

P Total real power output of a synchronous generator
Q Total reactive power output of a synchronous generator
wk Weight calculated for k-th graph edge for Tk

wk
1 Weight element bounded with real power, with not in-

cluded losses, calculated for k-th graph edge for Tk

wk
2 Weight element bounded with reactive power, with not in-

cluded losses, calculated for k-th graph edge for Tk

w∗k
1 Weight element bounded with real power, with not in-

cluded losses, calculated for k-th graph edge for Tk

w∗k
2 Weight element bounded with reactive power, with in-

cluded losses, calculated for k-th graph edge for Tk

w∗k
3 Weight element bounded with real power losses calculated

for k-th graph edge for Tk

Pk Real power at the receiving end of k-th transmission line
Pr Total real power delivered by sources to micro-grids (the

result of simulation)
Ps Rated real power output of a source
P j

s Rated real power output of j-th source
PPS0 Total real power of topology T0

P j
PS0 Total real power of topology T j

0
P j

PSk Total real power of topology T j
k
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Qr Total reactive power delivered by sources to micro-grids
(the result of simulation)

Qk Reactive power at the receiving end of k-th transmission line
QPS0 Total reactive power of topology T0

Q j
PS0 Total reactive power of topology T j

0
Q j

PSk Total reactive power of topology T j
k

∆Pr Total real power losses in the created micro-grids (the result
of simulation)

∆Pk Total real power losses of topology Tk

∆P j
k Total real power losses of topology T j

k
PL Real power sum of all loads present in the considered grid
∆Qk Total reactive power losses of topology Tk

∆Q j
k Total reactive power losses of topology T j

k
Sr Total apparent power delivered by sources to micro-grids

(the result of simulation)
p1 Impact coefficient of real power on weight
p2 Impact coefficient of reactive power on weight
p3 Impact coefficient of real power losses on weight
T0 Power grid topology considered before connection of k-th

transmission line for a single source power system
T j

0 Topology considered before connection of k-th transmission
line to a microgrid created for j-th source

Tk Power grid topology considered after connection of k-th
transmission line for a single source power system

T j
k Topology considered after connection of k-th transmission

line to a micro-grid created for j-th source
MLR Maximum load restoration
MRPL Minimum real power loss of restored power grid
C Adjacency matrix/matrix topology of connected transmis-

sion lines being the result of a program based on Prim’s al-
gorithm

I Adjacency matrix of transmission lines rated currents
V j

k Voltage nodal matrix for considered topology T j
k

W Adjacency matrix of weights for lines which can be con-
nected to the topology T j

0 and do not lead to the creation of
a cycle subgraph in the structure

Z Impedance matrix of a power grid
Z j

k Impedance matrix of power grid for considered topology T j
k

I j
k Adjacency matrix of the currents transmitted by the lines for

the considered topology T j
k

P Adjacency matrix of real power loads connected to grid
nodes

Q Adjacency matrix of reactive power loads connected to grid
nodes

P j
W Adjacency matrix of transmission lines which contains

computed P j
PSk powers

Q j
W Adjacency matrix of transmission lines which contains

computed Q j
PSk powers

P j
k Adjacency matrix of real power loads connected to j-th

source for a grid represented by topology T j
k

Q j
k Adjacency matrix of reactive power loads connected to j-th

source for a grid represented by topology T j
k

J Matrix of all j indexes of power sources in the considered
grid

J∗ Matrix containing j indexes of power sources, being the re-
sult of algorithm calculations

J∗∗ Matrix containing j indexes of power sources which have
a minimal value of n j factor

α Matrix of calculated α j factors
CL Matrix of connected loads
t Simulation time

Abbreviations
BBT Busbar connected to a transformer
G Generator
L Transmission line
PS Power system
T Transformer

1. INTRODUCTION
The expectation of reliability in power delivery leads to the de-
velopment of smart grid technologies [1]. Reliability requires
hardware coordination with control algorithms [2].

In computer sciences, various algorithms are available which
can be used for a power system restoration or reconfiguration
strategy due to grid failure [1–12]. A lot of popular solutions
are based on Prim’s algorithm [11].

Various strategies using graph theory are available. Some of
them are bounded with real power [13]. The control code sim-
plicity is the main advantage of this methodology [14]. Unfor-
tunately, the control logic based only on one parameter makes
it impossible to create the power grid configuration flexibly. An
additional disadvantage of logic using the Prime algorithm is
the way of creating topology for individual sources supplying
consumers [15]. This topology results in the configuration of
the power system without supplying all loads. In other cases,
the use of graph theory comes down to the topology section-
ing method [16]. Such solutions use the assignment of weight-
ing factors to individual power lines, depending on active and
reactive power. High flexibility in shaping the obtained grid
configuration is the advantage of this approach. However, the
high complexity of the algorithm is the disadvantage of this
solution. It is so because in the first step logic cuts the power
system graph into smaller micro-grids where each one is sup-
plied with an independent energy source. Then, in the second
stage, Prim’s algorithm is used to create connections of the
transmission lines [7]. The advanced algorithm also affects the
time of its implementation by the microprocessor system sig-
nificantly [13].

All the above-mentioned issues remain open problems and
this paper focuses on the suggestions which can be instrumental
in graph theory applications in power system restoration strate-
gies. Therefore, a new algorithm idea is presented in the paper.
For our purposes, weights have been multi-parametrized and
combine real power, reactive power and power losses. The pro-
posed solution is embedded in the modified Prime’s algorithm,
which is dedicated to system structure sourced by a few energy
generators. Our original solution has been verified in simulation
calculations.

It was necessary to use reference logic to check the proposed
algorithm. After the analysis, the logic from the article [11] was
considered as the comparative algorithm. This decision resulted
directly from the fact that the solution in [11] combines the ad-
vantages of other published control logics from [1–10].
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In [12], the multi-power source system structure is partitioned
by special algorithms because Prim’s algorithm is dedicated to
single-source topologies. This kind of strategy consists of three
stages. The first one is called coarsening phase, the second one
is the initial partitioning phase, and the last one is referred to
as an uncoarsening and refinement phase. In the first stage,
graph G0 is transformed into groups of smaller structures G1,
G2, . . . , Gk. In the second phase, part Pk of the coarsest graph
Gk minimizes the set of edges and weight constraints are cal-
culated. Graph partitioning may be proceeded for instance by
a recursive bisection algorithm. In the last stage, the partition
Pk brings the model back to the starting structure G0 through
graphs Gk−1, Gk−2, . . . , G1, G0. The whole process is based on
graph edge representation as a “weight” [17]. Figure 2 shows
the example of the idea of graph partitioning and Fig. 3 presents
a power system structure after partitioning. Weights are yet an-
other important problem in the accommodation of graph the-
ory to power system models used in the Smart Grid restoration
strategies [18].

Fig. 1. Power system representation as a graph structure; a) power
system model with transmission lines (L) and busbars (BB); b) graph
structure for a grid from a); c) power system model with transmission
lines (L), circuit breakers (CB), and busbars (BB); d) graph structure

for a grid from c)

Weights may have static or variable values [19]. Variable val-
ues are proper for a power system because of the presence of
losses and reactive power in a distribution grid [20]. Based on
the idea of presenting the power system in Figs. 1a and 1b, the
methodology of weights calculation combined with Prim’s al-
gorithm for a power system is explained in Fig. 4. The topology
in the first stage is marked in red color. In the next step, Prim’s

Fig. 2. Graph partitioning process

Fig. 3. Example of micro-grids created in the power system partition-
ing process

algorithm has to decide which of the lines expressed mathemat-
ically by weights, marked in green, is the optimal one and is
going to be added to the red structure in the next step [12]. Be-
fore the edge is chosen, it is necessary to calculate the needed
weights [10]. Those parameters have to be computed for green
lines (L3, L4, L5, L6).

Fig. 4. Example of graph: powered in the beginning structure (red),
edges not connected, which weights have to calculated for a Prim’s

algorithm (green), and non-transmitting current lines (black)

Weights should be represented by mathematical formulas as
simple as possible as it influences calculation efficiency [21].
The expression used for weights calculation has to include
the presence of such parameters as real power and reactive
power [22] in a power system. It is problematic because these
variables are components of a complex number that graphically
is identified as a phasor [23]. Some authors have made a sim-
plification and suggested weights calculation based solely on
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a single parameter [11]: real power. Weights, in this case, are
expressed by the following equation:

wk =
PPS0 +Pk +∆Pk

Ps
. (1)

A different idea was included in [12]. In this case, weights of
edges are represented by a much more complicated mathemati-
cal formula [12]:

wk =
wk

1
b1

· p+
wk

2
b2

· (1− p). (2)

Parameters wk
1 and wk

2 are expressed by the following equa-
tions [7]:

wk
1 = PPS0 +Pk , (3)

wk
2 = |QPS0 +Qk| . (4)

Factors b1 and b2 are equal [7]:

b1 = min(PPS0 +Pk) , (5)

b2 = min |QPS0 +Qk| . (6)

The last parameter present in equation (2) is coefficient p,
which can be also called the preference factor. This variable
represents a correlation between real power and reactive power.

Still evolving concepts of a self-healing grid require fur-
ther improvements of algorithms responsible for power system
restoration strategies [24]. All of the solutions mentioned above
are imperfect. It is important to adapt the most popular Prim’s
algorithm for multi-sourced power system structure [25]. This
kind of modification allows for a much more efficient calcula-
tion process in comparison to logics based on graph partitioning
in which weights are calculated twice [26]. The first time they
are required to split the graph structure to subgraphs and the
second time they are used to create lines connection in micro-
grids [27].

The next problem is connected with weights. It is crucial to
include power losses influence in their equations. Single vari-
able formula (1) is simple, but it does not guarantee optimal
connections for AC-current grids because stability is also de-
pendent on reactive power. Equation (2) is much more flexible,
but it also skips power losses.

Consequently, all of the problems discussed here should be
addressed and solved adequately. This is what we have set out
to do in this paper by proposing the novel concept of weight cal-
culation formula and modified restoration algorithm for a multi-
sourced power system.

3. CONTRIBUTION
This paper includes a proposal of a new mathematical formula
with power losses influence factor which can be used to cal-
culate edge weights for a graph power system representation.
A concept of modified Prim’s algorithm dedicated to multi-
sourced structures is another important contribution. All the

presented ideas have been successfully verified in a simulation
model and their utility was confirmed in comparison with the
algorithm described in [11].

An algorithm verification process was based on the following
assumptions on the following objectives:
• maximum load restoration:

MLR =
Pr −∆Pr

PL
, (7)

• minimum real power loss of restored power grid:

MRPL =
∆Pr

MLR
. (8)

Equation (8) is used as a second sub-algorithm verification con-
dition when the same MLR values for more than one connection
topology are achieved. In such a situation, optimal topology is
defined by equation (8) for a structure with the lowest value of
that factor.

4. RESTORATION ALGORITHM DEDICATED FOR
MULTI-SOURCED MICRO-GRIDS

It has to be possible to apply the algorithm in the context of
micro-grids whose structures include more than one energy
source [28]. Such a logic requires the implementation of many
additional conditions such as power system voltage limits, cur-
rent limits in transmission lines and power source capability
inequations, etc. [29].

4.1. Power source capability
Power energy sources have a specific real and reactive power
capability [30]. Limits are expressed by mathematical formu-
las [31]. The following inequations [32] are the most popular
inequations used for instance for classical power plants:

P2 +Q2 = S2 ≤ (V IMAX)
2 , (9)

P2 +

(
Q+

V 2

xd

)2

≤
(

EqV
xd

)2

, (10)

P ≥
(

Q+
V 2

xd

)
· tanδMAX , (11)

12PGmin ≤ P ≤ PGmax . (12)

4.2. Busbar voltage and transmission line current limits
The restoration algorithm has a section which calculates edge
weights. This value is dependent on two conditions. The first
one is a limit of busbar voltage, the second one is the maximal
current possible to be transmitted by line.

Voltage limits and power system test models are presented
in many publications. In IEEE benchmarks, the limit is the set
ranging from 0.9 pu to 1.1 pu [33]. Different conditions are de-
fined in [12] and it is a limit from 0.95 pu to 1.05 pu. Permitted
voltages for busbars should be set specifically for a considered
micro-grid structure [34].
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Transmission lines may be in the ground or in the air as their
placement influences the maximal current [35]. This value can-
not be exceeded and this condition must be implemented in sub-
algorithm responsible for weights computation.

4.3. Novel concept of weight calculation formula
The procedure of weights calculation is at the core of the
methodology of greedy algorithms. The idea presented in this
paper is based on a modification of equation (2).

In a power system, distribution losses are present. Equa-
tion (2) does not include them. The following concept of weight
is much more representative:

wk =
w∗k

1
c1

· p1 +
w∗k

2
c2

· p2 +
w∗k

3
c3

· p3 . (13)

Parameters w∗k
1 are expressed by equation (5), but to compute

the w∗k
2 and w∗k

3 correctly the following equations need to be
applied:

w∗k
1 = PPS0 +Pk , (14)

w∗k
2 = |QPS0 +Qk +∆Qk| , (15)

w∗k
3 = ∆Pk . (16)

Factors c1, c2 and c3 are equal:

c1 = min(PPS0 +Pk) , (17)

c2 = min |QPS0 +Qk +∆Qk| , (18)

c3 = min∆Pk . (19)

Consideration of weight as a sum of real power loads by
equation (2) is misleading. Let us analyze the structure shown
in Fig. 5. In this example, an assumption is made that reactive
power is not included and a DC grid is the analyzed system.
The decision as to which transmission line should be connected
is made by Prim’s algorithm. Source limit is equal to 1.5 p.u.
and does not allow to energize all busbars. For equation (2),
when factor p = 1, line L1 and L2 weights are equal to 1.0 and
1.4, respectively. In the case when the weight is computed by
equation (13) and factors p1 = p2 = p3 = 1, the results are com-
pletely different. The weights for lines L1 and L2 are equal to
3.0 and 2.4, respectively. Prim’s algorithm with implemented
equation (2) would choose to connect line L1, but for equa-
tion (13) that would be line L2. From the point of view of econ-
omy, it is more optimal to energize loads with the higher value.
In the example shown in Fig. 5, applying the definition of op-
timality Prim’s algorithm is expected to connect busbar BB2 to
PS. The presented example proves the utility of equation (13).

Optimality for p1, p2 and p3 has to be identified for a defined
group of conditions. In this case, an approach based on particle
swarm optimization (PSO) is useful. The optimization method
uses conditions based on equations (7) and (8). The most opti-
mal solution is in the case when all loads are energized and the
real power loss in created topology has the lowest value. It hap-
pens when MLR factor is equal to 1 and MRLP has the lowest
value for an analyzed set of the p1, p2 and p3 factors.

Fig. 5. Example of power system with optimal connected line (green
color) when weight is calculated by formula (11), and suboptimal be-

havior of Prim’s algorithm for equation (2)

4.4. Novel concept of conditions determining loads
connection order to the power sources

Prim’s algorithm dedicated to a multisource power system
topology requires logic responsible for switching between
micro-grids created for each of energy generators. Consistency
without such a balance can lead to suboptimal transmission line
connections. In this case, not optimal behavior is defined as an
algorithm result given as a grid structure when in the begin-
ning stages one or more power sources are separated and the
left feeders cannot supply the rest of the loads. Figure 6 is an
example of such a topology when switching between sources
was made in a set order one-by-one. The steps in which trans-
mission lines have been connected are in round brackets.

Fig. 6. Example of power system with suboptimal transmission line
connections (blue color for G1 and red color for G2)

The situation in Fig. 6 may be avoided when the decision
is made as to which feeder the new load should be connected,
after analyzing the proper conditions. The first of the proposed
requirements is specified by the following formula:

n j = n j
all −n j

cycle . (20)

Equation (20) calculated for every source in the considered
topology sets the priority to the feeder with the lowest n j-
coefficient, representing the number of transmission line con-
nection attempts which in the graph model do not create cycles.
Figure 7 shows in a graphical form the explanation why such an
approach is correct When the primary goal is to connect lines
first to a source with a higher value of the specified factor (20),
the resulting topology does not supply all loads. The power of
the G2 source is insufficient to include the additional load on
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w∗k

3
c3

· p3 . (13)
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2 and w∗k
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the BB4 bus. The situation is completely different in the case
when the power supply is realized based on the lowest value of
the factor n j. In this case, we can talk about the optimal opera-
tion of the algorithm because all the loads have been powered.
The steps in which transmission lines in each case have been
connected are in round brackets.

Fig. 7. Example of power system restoration process with a) subopti-
mal transmission line topology when connection priority was defined
for source characterized by maximal n j coefficient and b) optimal
transmission line topology when connection priority was defined for

source characterized by minimal n j coefficient

The second of defined requirements is connected with power
source capacity which changes with every connected transmis-
sion line. It is expressed mathematically by:

α j = P j
s −P j

PS0 . (21)

This requirement is useful in a situation when the conditions
implicated by equation (20) are not unequivocal. This is the
case when at least for two sources the computed n j factors have
the same values.

4.5. Algorithm structure
The algorithm operates on matrices representing power system
structure. The following static arrays with constant dimensions
are required: C, I, J, P, Q, W and Z. Additionally, during the
computation process, the algorithm creates matrices with di-
mensions dependent on the structure of the analyzed grid.: I j

k,
J∗, J∗∗, P j

k, P j
W , Q j

k, Q j
W , V j

k, Z j
k, CL and α belong to that group.

Calculation logic starts the micro-grid restoration process when
all transmission lines have open circuit breakers. At the initial-
ization of the algorithm, k parameter equals 1 (k = 1).

The algorithm responsible for spanning tree computation for
multi-sourced grid has the following structure:
1. Compare α j coefficients for sources

(
j = 1, . . . , i j

)
and cre-

ate a set of the j-indexes for which α j has a maximal value.
Then go to step 2.

2. Start weight calculation for the j-th source, where j is equal
to the first term in the computed set in step 1 and go to
step 3. Weights are calculated for edges that after connec-
tion do not create cycles in topology and do not create en-
ergy transfers between micro-grids.

3. Compute the following parameters for topology when con-
necting the k-th line to the j-th source is considered: ∆P j

k,
∆Q j

k, I j
k and V j

k. This process requires the creation of the
P j

k, Q j
k and Zi

k matrices. Computation can be proceeded by
i.e., Newton–Rhapson method. After the completion of the
calculation process, go to step 4.

4. Verify the following: is the voltage at all busbars for the
k-th transmission line in the analyzed topology within the
predefined limits? In this case, the range is set from 0.95 pu
to 1.05 pu.

(a) If YES, go to step 5.
(b) If No, go to step 13.

5. Are all terms in the I j
k matrix within the rated ranges when

the k-th transmission line is connected?
(a) If YES, go to step 6.
(b) If No, go to step 13.

6. Compute total powers delivered by j-th power source when
k-th line is energized. At this end, the following formulas
are used:

P j
PSk = P j

PS0 +Pk +∆Pk , (22)

Q j
PSk = Q j

PS0 +Qk +∆Qk . (23)

7. Are P j
PSk and Q j

PSk in operational limits for j-th source en-
ergizing k-th transmission line in considered topology?

(a) If YES, go to step 8.
(b) If No, go to step 13.

8. Put P j
PSk and Q j

PSk into P j
W and Q j

W matrices and go to step 9.
9. Is k := i?

(a) If YES, go to step 11.
(b) If No, go to step 10.

10. Update k value by the formula:

k := k+1 (24)

and go to step 3.
11. Update k value by the formula:

k := 1 (25)

and go to step 12.
12. Are all terms in P j

W singular values?
(a) If YES, go to step 14.
(b) If No, go to step 20.

13. Update P j
PSk and Q j

PSk values into:

P j
PSk :=−1, (26)

Q j
PSk := 0. (27)

14. Calculate c1, c2 and c3 by equations (17), (18) and (19).
Then go to step 15.
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15. Is the term for k-th transmission line in P j
W a positive num-

ber?
(a) If YES, go to step 16.
(b) If No, go to step 19.

16. Compute weight wk by equation (13) and set this value into
W matrix. Then go to step 17.

17. Is k := i?
(a) If YES, go to step 21.
(b) If No, go to step 18.

18. Update k value following equation (24) and go to step 15.

19. Set weight wk := for the k-th considered transmission line
and go to step 17.

20. Put the considered j-th source index into J∗ matrix and go
to step 23.

21. Are all calculated weights singular values in W matrix?
(a) If YES, go to step 20.
(b) If No, go to step 22.

22. Connect to j-th source (source for which weights were cal-
culated) edge with the lowest weight and update C matrix.
Then go to step 24.

Fig. 8. Algorithm’s structure
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18. Update k value following equation (24) and go to step 15.

19. Set weight wk := for the k-th considered transmission line
and go to step 17.

20. Put the considered j-th source index into J∗ matrix and go
to step 23.

21. Are all calculated weights singular values in W matrix?
(a) If YES, go to step 20.
(b) If No, go to step 22.
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23. Do matrices J∗ and J have the same dimensions?
(a) If YES, go to step 31.

(b) If No, go to step 25.
24. Are all loads energized?

(a) If YES, go to step 31.

(b) If No, go to step 25.
25. Calculate n j coefficients given by equation (20) for power

sources identified by j-indexes, not present in J∗ matrix.
The j-indexes for which calculated n j factor has a mini-
mal value are placed in J∗∗ matrix. Then algorithm goes to
step 26.

26. Is more than one term in J∗∗ matrix?
(a) If YES, go to step 28.

(b) If No, go to step 27.
27. Start computation of weight for micro-grid powered by j-th

source, where j is a term from J∗∗ and go to step 3. Weights
are calculated for edges that after connection do not create
cycles in topology and do not create energy transfers be-
tween micro-grids bounded with each of the energy sources.

28. Calculate set of α j factors, given by equation (21) for j-
indexes included as a term in J∗∗ matrix and contain them
into array α . Then go to step 29.

29. Find the j-index for which the α j coefficient is maximal
and go to step 30. In the case when there are at least the
same two values of α j factors, j is equal to the first term in
J∗∗ which fulfills the mentioned condition above.

30. Start computation of the weight for micro-grid powered by
j-th source, where j is a term defined in step 29 and go
to step 3. Weights are calculated for edges that after con-
nection do not create cycles in topology and do not create

energy transfers between micro-grids bounded with each of
the energy sources.

31. Stop the algorithm.
The algorithm logic presented in a graphical form is shown in
Fig. 8.

5. TEST OF THE ALGORITHM APPLICABILITY
The applicability of the algorithm concept has to be verified
in simulations. An object is the core of tests. In this case, it
is a power system grid model. Different types of reliability test
systems are available in electrical power engineering, i.e., New-
England power system, IEEE 14-bus system, IEEE 30-bus sys-
tem, etc. [30].

These structures include different levels of voltages and their
topology is dedicated to verifying power system stability [31].
In the paper [11], authors focused on a test power system dedi-
cated to checking the applicability of their proposed algorithm.

The verification of our novel logic also forces us to create
a proper power system grid model. It makes it possible to test
the algorithm for multi-sourced power systems, described in the
previous part of the paper. Our novel solution is compared with
the control logic described in [11].

5.1. Power system test benchmark
The power system benchmark consists of 26 lines and 17 bus-
bars with loads. It operates on a voltage equal to 20 kV. The
transmission power losses in transformers are omitted because
the main application of the benchmark is a verification of the al-
gorithm described in this paper. The grid configuration is shown
in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Power system benchmark topology
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The power source capacity is assumed as the same genera-
tors. Their rated apparent power is equal to 8 MVA. The test
grid aluminum transmission lines are characterized by cross-
section, which is equal to 240 mm2, rated current is equal
to 425 A, resistance per unit R′

L = 0.1292 Ω/km, reactance
per unit X ′

L = 0.1099 Ω/km and susceptance per unit B′
L =

97.3894 µS/km. The values of line lengths and loads are shown
in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.

Table 1
Line lengths in power system model

Line
tag

Line
length
[km]

Line
tag

Line
length
[km]

Line
tag

Line
length
[km]

L1 8 L10 11 L19 8

L2 15 L11 20 L20 14

L3 12 L12 13 L21 6

L4 21 L13 9 L22 17

L5 18 L14 17 L23 7

L6 15 L15 12 L24 11

L7 10 L16 7 L25 14

L8 5 L17 11 L26 10

L9 16 L18 6 – –

Table 2
Power system model loads

Load
tag

Load
real

power
[kW]

Load
reactive
power
[kVar]

Load
tag

Load
real

power
[kW]

Load
reactive
power
[kVar]

LB1 0.60 0.20 LB10 1.50 0.60

LB2 0.70 0.40 LB11 1.90 1.20

LB3 2.00 0.80 LB12 0.70 0.30

LB4 2.10 0.90 LB13 0.60 0.30

LB5 0.65 0.50 LB14 0.80 0.50

LB6 0.50 0.30 LB15 0.40 0.20

LB7 3.00 1.90 LB16 0.70 0.40

LB8 0.70 0.40 LB17 0.20 0.10

LB9 0.90 0.30 – – –

5.2. Power system test results
In the case of the proposed algorithm, the simulations were con-
ducted for a few sets of p-factors. As mentioned in the intro-
duction of this paper, we also did calculations for the algorithm
presented in the publication [11]. The examples of the simula-
tion results are shown in a graphical form in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Simulation results: lines connected as a result of simulations for the algorithm presented in paper [6] (red lines); lines connected asa
result of simulations for p1 = 1, p2 = 0, and p3 = 0 (blue lines); lines not connected in any of previously mentioned simulations (blacklines)
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The most optimal configuration of p-factors, for which all 
loads are connected and the MRPL has the lowest value was 
verified by PSO. Calculation results are also obtained from 
more than only the optimal set of p-factors and they are pre-
sented in a tabular form in Table 3. The table contains the values 
of Sr, Pr, Qr, ∆Pr, MLR, and MRLP which are important for 
power system topology.

5.3. Discussion
The applicability of the algorithm is verified by specific crite-
rion. In this case two factors have been used: MLR and MRLP. 
The main target is to clarify for which set of p-coefficients 
a power system with all loads energized has been created. To 
minimize real power system losses is equally important. This 
kind of requirements have a critical influence on the created 
power grid topology and its exploitation.

For the gathered simulation results in Table 3, the lowest 
power losses are for the topology when p1 = 0, p2 = 0, and 
p3 = 1. Those values were defined as optimal by the PSO algo-
rithm. In this kind of situation, the algorithm was considering 
weights only based on real power losses. The first interpreta-
tion of the results may be that the presented algorithm always 
returns topology with minimal power losses when p1 = 0, 
p2 = 0, and p3 = 0. This impression may lead to the wrong 
interpretation of the function of weights in the algorithm. The 
algorithm adds the line with the lowest weight to the existing 
spanning tree, but in the end, the final obtained topology may 
not be the one with the lowest power losses. It is an implica-
tion of power flow in a grid and the fact that weights are only 

Table 3
Simulation results

The algorithm presented in the paper Sr
[MVA]

Pr
[MW]

Qr
[MVar]

∆Pr
[MW]

MLR MRLP t
[ms]

p1 p2 p3

1.00 1.00 1.00 18.24 18.24 –0.14 0.34 1.00 0.34 299

2.00 1.00 1.00 15.26 15.21 –1.23 0.31 0.83 0.37 297

1.00 2.00 1.00 18.24 18.24 –0.14 0.34 1.00 0.34 315

1.00 1.00 2.00 18.24 18.24 –0.14 0.34 1.00 0.34 350

1.00 2.00 3.00 18.27 18.27 –0.46 0.37 1.00 0.37 322

1.00 3.00 2.00 18.27 18.27 –0.46 0.37 1.00 0.37 317

2.00 1.00 3.00 18.30 18.29 –0.46 0.40 1.00 0.40 344

3.00 1.00 2.00 18.27 18.27 –0.46 0.37 1.00 0.37 330

2.00 3.00 1.00 18.27 18.27 –0.46 0.37 1.00 0.37 341

3.00 2.00 1.00 18.40 18.40 –0.05 0.50 1.00 0.50 315

1.00 0.00 0.00 18.27 18.26 –0.33 0.36 1.00 0.36 297

0.00 1.00 0.00 18.24 18.24 –0.14 0.34 1.00 0.30 313

0.00 0.00 1.00 18.21 18.20 –0.60 0.30 1.00 0.30 339

The algorithm from the paper [6] 15.29 15.23 –1.34 0.28 0.85 0.33 316

calculated locally (for energized nodes, adjacent to the lines not 
connected now of calculations). The proof is seen for p1 = 0, 
p2 = 0, and p3 = 0, where the algorithm is focused on reactive 
power minimization, but the lowest reactive power value, when 
only cases with all loads energized are considered, is given for 
p1 = 3, p2 = 2, and p3 = 1.

The weight calculation equation (13) allows one to get differ-
ent grid topologies. This quality may be called flexibility. The 
results in Table 3 show that not always all loads are connected 
to a power source. The final topology is dependent on set p-fac-
tors. The wide range of set points which can be defined makes 
an algorithm more flexible. For example, for p1 = 2, p2 = 1, 
and p3 = 1 not all loads were powered, but the situation was 
vastly different for p1 = 1, p2 = 1, and p3 = 1.

The spanning trees creation process is another important 
advantage of the algorithm. However, the algorithm presented 
in [11] has a serious defect. The solution may lead to suboptimal 
behavior shown in Fig. 6. The authors of [11] have pointed to 
that defect themselves. The solution presented in this paper 
allowed for the elimination of the previously mentioned weak 
spot. It was possible by applying equations (20) and (21). 
A comparison of the results obtained by the algorithm from 
[11] and the novel logic from this paper proves the utility of the 
proposed solution. In the first case, not all loads are connected, 
and finally, only about 85% of the requested power is delivered 
to the receivers. When the algorithm is also only based on cal-
culated weights The second case gives a completely different 
result for the real power. MLR factor is equal to 1, and all loads 
are energized.
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trized formula requires the setting of p-factors. Particle swarm 
optimization may define them for quality factors, e.g., min-
imization of power losses. This problem needs some further 
analysis.
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